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What are the cells costs for amino acids?
(I) Protein costs

Lu et al., Nat Biotechnol (2007); Liebermeister et al., PNAS (2014)
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What are the cells costs for amino acids?
(I) Protein costs



  

What are the cells costs for amino acids?
(II) metabolic costs

But: Bacteria use diverse resources from their 
environment.

 → How do biosynthetic costs of amino acids differ 
between various carbon sources?

Akashi et al., PNAS (2002)



  

Carbon source-dependent metabolic costs 
for amino acids

A computational approach to estimate metabolic costs

1. Use a genome-scale metabolic network and define a carbon source.

2. Perform Flux-Balance-Analysis to find the optimal pathway between
carbon source and a certain amino acid.

 → How many molecules of the carbon source are at least needed
to produce one molecule of the amino acid.

Carbon source Amino acid



  

Amino acid biosynthetic costs differ 
between carbon sources



  

Experimental design to test for carbon-source dependent costs



  

Experimental design to test for carbon-source dependent costs



  

Experimental design to test for carbon-source dependent costs



  

Experimental design to test for carbon-source dependent costs



  

Experimental design to test for carbon-source dependent costs



  

Amino acid auxotrophs respond differently 
to amino acid supplementation



  

Amino acid auxotrophs respond differently 
to amino acid supplementation



  

Increase of growth rate can be explained by 
the metabolic costs



  

✔ Amino acids (AA) are produced at different costs 
depending on the carbon source

✔ AA Auxotrophs respond differently to AA 
supplementation

✔ Increase of growth rate can be explained by the 
metabolic costs 



  



  

Fitness advantages upon biosynthetic gene loss

D'Souza et al., Evolution (2014)



  

Auxotrophies are widespread in bacteria

Data set: Metabolic networks of 1432 bacterial species
Question: How frequently are biosynthetic functions absent?

 → Which auxotrophies co-occur frequently?



  

Co-occurrence of auxotrophies



  

Symmetric and reciprocal costs



  

Co-occurrences of auxotrophies



  

Conclusion
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